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Becoming an OWLYPIA ONLINE Exam Centre

INTRODUCTION
Greetings from Owlypia!
We would like to inform you about a great opportunity to be part
of an exciting global initiative that aims to enhance the academic
prowess of young minds across the world by cultivating their
intellectual curiosity. Our team has developed the ‘Owlypia’ – a
unique and dynamic competition based around five stimulating
subject areas.
The Owlypia Team wishes to cooperate with prestigious institutions
and schools in encouraging young people throughout their journey
of academic progression. As such, we are looking to partner with
schools and educational institutions interested in hosting the
upcoming Owlypia Online competitions on their premises as exam
centres.
By becoming an Owlypia Online Exam Centre, you can support
future generations in becoming academic and inquisitive
individuals. These events will also give students the chance to
develop invaluable skills that will be necessary for tackling
future challenges.
Our team looks forward to working with you in supporting young
students to become true intellectuals!
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WHAT IS

?

Owlypia Online is a global competition which aims to inspire intellectual
curiosity and enhance the academic success of young minds across the
world.
After the Owlypia Online competitions, the qualifying students go to the
Owlypia Globals, where they participate in a series of team and individual
challenges.
All participating students receive a certificate of participation and report
cards showing their progress in their favourite subject areas. Moreover,
successful students are awarded certificates of achievement.
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HOW IT WORKS
Students aged 11-18 can enrol to take part in this online competition
where their performance is assessed separately in two different age
groups (the ‘Owlets’, aged 11-14, and the ‘Owlys’, aged 15-18).
Participants must choose their favourite subject and prepare
themselves for the competition by studying the recommended
resources indicated under their favourite subject area.
There are five subjects in Owlypia:

Social
Sciences

Art &
Design

Literature
& Culture

Science &
Technology

Economics
& Business

By studying the content of their favourite subject area, each young
intellectual will best be able to prepare themselves for the online
competition. Please visit our website for details related to the
content of each subject category.
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WHAT IS AN EXAM
CENTRE?
Exam centres are partner schools/institutions that provide secure
venues for the students participating in Owlypia Online. These
partners arrange appropriate exam rooms with an internet
connection and dedicated staff (teachers/supervisors) to invigilate
the exam.

BENEFITS FOR EXAM CENTRES

• A great chance to introduce your school/institution to young
minds

• An ideal community outreach to local schools highlighting a

prestigious international competition
• Discounts for various professional development programmes
provided by partner organisations
• Contributions to partner schools towards expenses based on
the number of participants
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COMPETITION
OVERVIEW
SUBJECTS

Owlypia Online has five main subjects. Participants are expected to
select their favourite subject and focus on it. The study resources
contain several films and videos to watch, alongside a range of
books and articles to read. The general questions provided with
each subject should be used to guide one’s research.

Social Studies seek to
understand the world
in which we live by
widening our
perspective of current
afairs and human nature,
igniting a curiosity about
real-world issues.

Art & Design encourages
us to express ourselves
and engage with our
surroundings; a
fusion of the two allows
us to harness and
channel our creativity to
positively impact
upon the world.

Literature & Culture
urges you to be daring –
to explore, discover and
experience new and
exciting worlds and
peoples.

Science & Technology
seeks to raise students’
interest in this
fascinating field whilst
nurturing their mental
faculties through a focus
on both theoretical and
applied science.

Economics & Business
enables students to
develop an analytical
approach, helping
them to understand a wide
range of issues, such as
why some people earn
more than others, why
some economies
grow faster than others,
and how people set up
and run successful
businesses.
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